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rbaj 0470 mcroz 0664 qbnr 1385 smba 1416 gung 2061 ryud 0181 mila 2674 So I tried to determine what caused the issue.
zgrep '\t\|\|\r\| ' *zips/*zipinfo* I couldn't find any instances of tabulation or carriage returns. I knew that my problem was

definitely due to some encoding issue. (Encoding) zgrep -i '\x08' *zips/*zipinfo* Hmm, no matches. I was certain I encoded it
correctly. After some searching I realized the problem. One of my files was encoded as UTF-8 (which seems to be the default
on OS X 10.8). As I only had MacTeX installed, I tried to encode it as something else and the problem went away. utf8 no mac
10.8 tex So the issue was that with UTF-8 MacTeX was interpreting the UTF-8 encoded file as ASCII and failing to process the

accents in the Cyrillic alphabet. I have no idea why this would happen and I'm grateful for any help on the matter. Hi. I have
found your post while googling for answer to the same problem. I have the same problem but with the zip format. After

conversion in ZipArchive to unzip, some of my files are written in UTF-8 format and their contents are not correctly parsed in
TeX. When I have a.tex file inside a.zip archive and I open it with TeXShop I got the following message : (prj) user@user-

MacBook:~/Documents/prj$ texwork This is TeXWork v2.13.1034. There are currently no changes in this version. texinput>
document This is TeX 82157476af
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